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	CYA: Securing Exchange Server 2003 & Outlook Web Access, 9781931836241 (1931836248), Syngress Publishing, 2004
Coverage includes: Exchange 2000 Administrative Rights, Mailbox Rights, Denial of Service and Exchange, Types of File Vulnerabilities, Vulnerability of Transmitted Data, Message Authenticity, Event Service and Event Sinks, Message Relay via SMTP, Preventing Exchange Security Problems, The W2K/IIS Platform Must Be Solid, Dedicate Servers to Specific Functions, Disable Unnecessary Services, Tightening Mailbox Security, Enabling SSL for Internet or Remote Clients, Locking Down an IIS/OWA Server, Imposing Limits, Protecting Critical Files, Network Analysis Risk Reduction, Denying Client Access, Stopping Viruses, Exchange 2000 and Firewalls, SMTP Security, Auditing for Possible Security Breaches, Windows 2000 Event Auditing, Exchange 2000 Event Auditing, Logging Internet Client Access, Securing MAPI Clients, Enabling Message Encryption (S/MIME).

About the Author
 Henrik Walther is a Senior Microsoft Server Consultant working for an IT outsourcing services company in Copenhagen, Denmark. Henrik has over 10 years of experience in the industry. He specializes in migrating, implementing, and supporting Microsoft Windows Active Directory and Microsoft Exchange environments.
Henrik is a Microsoft Exchange MVP (Most Valuable Professional).He also spends time helping his peers in the Exchange community via forums, newsgroups, and mailing lists. 

Patrick Santry is the Corporate Webmaster for a Cary, NC-based manufacturing company. He has been designing, developing, and managing Web-centric applications for eight years. He is co-author of several books, and has authored many magazine articles. He holds MCSE, MCSA, MCP+SB, i-Net+, A+, and CIW certifications. He also writes for his highly popular web site, WWWCoder.com, which is frequently featured on the ASP.Net website for articles on ASP.NET portal development. He is a frequent presenter at Microsoft events in the Northwestern Pennsylvania area. 
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3ds Max Modeling for Games: Insider's Guide to Game Character, Vehicle, and Environment ModelingFocal Press, 2008

	The book will provide insider tips, traps, and techniques on how to create 3d assets for use in computer games and simulation systems. The book will consist of a series of tutorials, starting with simpler models and moving up to more complex builds. As the book comes to us directly from successful game artists within commercial game...


		

Developing Conversational Interfaces for iOS: Add Responsive Voice Control to Your AppsApress, 2018

	
		Learn how to incorporate your own conversational interfaces into iOS applications. This book will help you work comfortably multiple frameworks, including Apple's Speech and SiriKit frameworks; Google's API.AI conversational interfaces platform; and Facebook’s Wit.ai.

	
		You'll explore the basics of natural...


		

Dr. Tom Shinder's Configuring ISA Server 2004Syngress Publishing, 2004
This book is based in large part on our own trials and tribulations (as well  as the occasional “Eureka!” moment) that we’ve experienced working with ISA  Server 2004. In this book, we are talking to people much like  ourselves—experienced Windows network administrators who want to secure their  networks and speed up Web...





	

How to Read Faster and Recall MoreHow to Books, 2007

	In today's information-laden and time-constrained world we are required to digest an increasing amount of written and printed material. Most people, in their capacity as student, job seeker, employee or leisure reader, want to be able to deal with their daily reading faster and also recall it effectively. This book gives you the means to...


		

Pro Windows Small Business Server 2003Apress, 2006
Microsofts Windows Small Business Server has taken the market by storm, offering a compelling solution for business with 50 or fewer employees. Pro Windows Small Business Server 2003 is a complete guide for you intermediate-to-advanced administrators who have deployed SBS, gotten it working for your organizations, and want to take the...

		

Microsoft Windows 7: Essential (Shelly Cashman)Course Technology PTR, 2010


	The Shelly Cashman Series® offers the fi nest textbooks in computer education. We are proud of the fact

	that our Microsoft Windows 3.1, Microsoft Windows 95, Microsoft Windows 98, Microsoft Windows

	2000, Microsoft Windows XP, and Microsoft Windows Vista books have been so well received by students

	and instructors. With each new...
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